PACKING TYPES & COMPONENTS FOR PACKING AND SECURE SOLUTIONS
PALLET STYLES

CREST, assure of design develop to custom fabricate pallets and skids to ensure secured transportation. Pallets and skids are built for light to heavy duty applications customized with various fittings and attachments to meet the spec and secure the commodity to withstand transport and handling. All components are quality checked cleared for manufacturing with customer specification for polywoven strapping and stretch wrap for secured handling. All our pallets and skids are ISPM 15 standard stamped for SEA/AIR worthy transportation depends on the customer requisite.
PLYWOOD BOX AND HEAVY CRATES:

CREST design team will interact with the customers and understand their requirement and suggest the packing solutions and we manufactures a wide range of timber/wood packing products, right from small packets/boxes/ crates to huge shipping containers. The boxes can be designed for multiple handling with forklifts, cranes, trolley etc. and can be manufactured from different type of wood, plywood, OSB etc with heat treatment and fumigation as per the specific need of the customer. Our factory is equipped with the latest machines. Crest offers a wide range of green packing solutions and innovative solutions.
PROJECT CARGO PACKAGING:
CREST packaging has onsite project team to handle any box/crating as per the transit requisite of the project needs. Our project team is hands on with the technical experience to meet the customer needs with such handling requirement of the cargo like forklift drivers, minor rigging and lifting with proven track record in delivering the best services.
CREST assure customer that project team dedicated will be onsite at the customer place for extended periods of time and will manage to fabricate and pack the cargo to customer schedule/specific timing.
DANGEROUS GOODS PACKAGING:

CREST handles dangerous goods packing as per the international applicable regulations before the dangerous goods – compliant shipment with requisite tendered for transport documents from IIP certification. We assist in the classification of hazardous cargo, cargo inspections, Repacking and decanting if required.
LASHING SERVICES:

Crest Specialized in lashing and securing of loose/palletized cargo in containers flat rack/dry/open top to prevent any kind of damages during transit and handling. Crest Team experienced personnel are fully equipped to safely secure the cargo using different types of lashing accessories. We are keeping ready stock of all lashing materials such as belts, straps, ratchet, Hooks, Links wooden dunnage etc in house to handle within stipulated timings.
VCI PACKAGING:
VACUUM PACKAGING:

Vacuum (Aluminum Barrier Foil) Packaging works on the principle of Climatic Packaging. The Aluminum Barrier Foil acts as Barrier to the entry of Moisture inside the Packaging. It is sealed properly to ensure that outside Atmospheric moisture is not able to reach the metallic surfaces inside the Packaging.
We provide Thermoshrink packing services on site and also on board vessels for all types of cargo. Thermoshrink wrap is a great solution when the product is oddly shaped or you are doing a low volume of any one size package.

**Applications:**

The result of Thermoshrink wrap is a very tight wrap, conforming to the product shape so that your cargo is sealed properly for transport. Thermoshrink wrapping will protect your cargo against any outside damage.
HEAVY DUTY SHRINK WRAP:

- Shrink wrap rolls (white & Clear)
- VCI shrink wrap rolls
- TAN Bio Shrink wrap rolls
- Heat Shrink Tapes (white & Clear)
- Air Vents
- Zipper Access Doors
- Shrink Fast Heat Tool Kit
Crest is committed to having managing environmental, health and safety (EHS) risks. CREST Commitment begins with its Board and employees, which regularly reviews its performance. Its compliance.

CREST employees are strictly monitored and using PPE in the shop floor as well at customer site during execution.

- Working Gloves (Cotton & Leather)
- Coveralls
- Safety Shoes
- Safety Glasses
- Helmets
- Dust masks
- Safety Harness

CREST commits to all statutory obligation compliance and committed to EHS.
GENERAL PACKING MATERIAL'S:

- Shrink/Stretch Films
- Bubble / Blister
- Polyethylene Sheets
- Thermocol sheets
- EPE foam rolls & Sheets
- Polyester fiber foams
- Tarpaulins
- Packaging tapes
- Corrugated Sheets
- Corrugated boxes
- Honey Comb Boxes
- Edge board
SECURING/LASHING MATERIAL'S:

- Box staples
- Screw Nails
- Wire Nails
- Collated Nails
- Concrete Nails
- Stapler Pins
- Nuts & Bolts
- Threaded Bars
- PP/PET straps
- Composite straps
- Bailing/Woven straps
- Buckles
- Strap seals
- Strapping/Sealing tensioners
- Corner protectives
- Dispensers
MARKING LABELS:

- Standard & Custom made Shipping labels
- Tamper Evident Security tapes
- Cautions Tapes
- Protective Tapes
- Invoice/Packing List Pouch
- Shipping Stencils

MONITOR CONTROLS:

- Tilt Watch Indicators
- Shock Watch Indicators
- Shock Logs
- Temperature Monitors
- Humidity Monitors
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OUR CUSTOMERS

- DANIELI INDIA PVT LIMITED.
- RENAULT NISSAN PVT LIMITED.
- L & T VALVES INDIA PVT LTD.
- BOLDROCCHI INDIA.
- MISTUBUSHI PRECISION INDIA.
- THERMAX B & W.
- EAGLE BURGMANN INDIA PVT LTD.
- POWERGEAR LIMITED.
- VOLTECH GROUP.
- BOLLORE LOGISTICS.
- LOGISTIC INTEGRATOR.
- NTL LOGISTICS.
CREST LASHING AND PACKAGING PRIVATE LIMITED

REGT OFFICE
#1/167, Poonamallee High Road
First Floor Vanagaram, Chennai-600095.

UNIT-1
No 40, Ganapathy Nagar, Pandian Rice compound,
Thiruninravur-602024.

UNIT-2
No 4/96, PWD Road, Kolachery,
kundrathur, Chennai-600069.

Contact: sales@crestlashingandpackaging.com